USAG Yongsan-Casey

ONE TEAM - As a combined garrison, USAG Yongsan-Casey encompasses K-16, Yongsan and Camp Casey as well as a number of smaller sites that stretch from just south of Seoul all the way to the DMZ. USAG Yongsan-Casey represents the combined organization’s vast area of responsibility. Our mission is to provide and integrate Base Operations Support in Areas I and II in support of Eighth Army.

TRANSPORTATION CARDS
Transportation cards such as T-Money and Cash Bee are popular pre-loaded cash cards that can be used for all means of public transportation instead of using cash. T-Money is the most popular and is easily purchased and loaded at most off-post convenience stores.

HI-PASS CARD & TERMINAL
If you are authorized to register and drive a privately owned vehicle in Korea, you’ll quickly learn that Korea has toll booths along every highway. Toll gates have regular lanes and exclusive Hi-Pass lanes. Maneuvering your vehicle across multiple lanes to get to the cash line of a regular lane is inconvenient and often frustrating. To use Hi-Pass lanes, you need a Hi-Pass card and a dedicated terminal. If you leave the card-inserted terminal inside your car, you can pay without stopping. Like other transportation cards, they can be easily charged at most convenience stores. Terminals can be purchased at transportation centers alongside most major highway toll booths.

USFK COVID-19 Information
Find the most recent information on hot spots and red zones at:
https://www.usfk.mil/Coronavirus/

HELPFUL KOREAN WORDS AND PHRASES
Hello, my name is _________.
What’s your name?
→ Ileum-i meo-e-yo?
Nice to meet you.
→ Man na seo, bang-gab-seub-ni-da.
Please take me to _______________ (Camp Casey/ Hovey/etc.)
→ (Camp Casey/Hovey)ro de-lyeo-da juseyo.
How much is it?
→ eol-ma-e-yo?
That’s too expensive.
→ neo mu bissayo.
Thank you.
→ gam-sa-ham-ni-da.
Excuse me (pardon me).
→ sil-lye-ham-ni-da.
Goodbye (to someone staying at work) Sue-go-haseyo.
→ an-nyeong-hi, ga-se-yo (to someone staying at work) su-go-haseyo.
Please give me ____________.
→ _______________juseyo.
See you tomorrow.
→ Nae-il man-na-yo.
Yes → Nay
No → An-ee-oh
Where is ____________?
→ ___________-uh-dee-issuh-yo?

Post Office Boxes
Be sure to register change of address when you arrive and depart. Check the USAG Yongsan-Casey Homepage for hours of operation.

Army Community Service
• Lending Closet
• Financial Management
• Army Emergency Relief (AER)
• SHARP
• Military Family Life Consultant
• For assistance call 722-1578

TMC Appointments
Need to visit the Troop Medical Center?
Call 737-2762.
For a COVID-19 test, please go directly to the emergency room.

On-post Taxis
Get the Exchange Taxi APP in your Apple or Android store to call a cab from any post on the peninsula. If you don’t have the app, call 1544-9080

Ration Control
While stationed in Korea, you’ll have ration control limits on post for things such as tobacco, alcohol and commissary items. To check your limits, go to https://pimsk.korea.army.mil

DPW Work Orders (ARMA)
Access the Army Maintenance App through the DG App or go to ArmyMaintenance.com to fill out a work order online.